Abstract
Introduction

52
The importance of rate control strategies in atrial fibrillation (AF) is generally recognized, 
Methods
82
Patient population and electrophysiological study 83 We investigated pacing-induced episodes of AF in 14 patients with paroxysmal AF (age, 56 ± 23 84 years; 1 female), referred for preablative electrophysiologic evaluation. Nine over 14 of the 85 analyzed episodes were self-terminating with a duration going from 5 to 30 minutes. Five AF 86 episodes with longer duration were terminated by drug infusion. Associated diseases consisted of 87 mitral valve disease, cardiomyopathy and congenital heart disease in three patients. In the other 88 cases no associated cardiopathies were found. In all patients, antiarrhythmic treatment had been 89 suspended at least five half-lives before the study. The study was approved by the local ethical 90 committee and all patients gave written informed consent.
91
The electrophysiological study was performed by using a standard quadrupolar catheter (Medtronic
92
Torqr, 5-mm electrode spacing) positioned in the right atrium to record from the lateral wall. AF The results of the analysis were summarized by the conduction ratio (CR) series, which displayed properties, such as the slow recovery of nodal excitability and concealed conduction (28; 45).
162
The irregular atrial beat sequence during AF was modeled by using random atrial intervals: where α is the conduction time in a fully recovered tissue, β and τ are positive constants, and θ is 171 the refractory period (45). For recovery times shorter than θ, the beat was blocked (e.g., beat A i ).
172
To model concealed conduction effects, the refractory period θ was defined by the sum of a basic 173 period θ 0 and a variable concealed conduction term, Δ i , produced by each non-conducted beat A i .
174
The latter included a random component to mimic different changes in nodal refractoriness induced 
Results
193
AV coupling patterns in AF patients
206
The dependence of AV conduction from atrial rate is evidenced in the reconstructed AV response 207 curve (Fig. 3D) , which points out an underlying structure in the ordering of coupled epochs. n:m 208 patterns with progressively lower m/n ratios appeared at the shortening of atrial cycle length, and 209 higher order rhythms, such as n:2 and n:3, occurred in between main n:1 patterns. For instance, 3:1, 
Simulation results
230
The contribution of atrial and nodal properties to AV coupling features is analyzed in Figure 6 Patterns could partially superimpose, and higher order 2n:2m patterns could spuriously occur.
254
Nevertheless, it is important to notice that the Farey sequence ordering of AV coupling at changing atrial rate was maintained. The addition of the concealed conduction term (C) amplified the effects 256 of atrial variability, leading to further decrease of pattern occurrence and stability, especially at 257 higher rates.
258
The results of computer simulations suggest that nodal recovery properties may underline 259 AV coupling transitions in AF patients, while the irregularity of atrial inputs and, additionally, of 260 beat concealment may explain the reduced occurrence and stability of coupling patterns.
262
Discussion
263
Main Results
264
This study quantified the dynamical relationship between atrial and ventricular activities at the 
Role of atrial rate in AV dynamics and ventricular response during AF
275
The causal relationship between atrial rate and ventricular response during AF has been previously 
288
The spontaneous shortening of atrial cycle length in our patients led to higher instability of AV higher atrial rates in patients with AF and congestive heart failure (14).
306
Potential mechanisms underlying AV coupling during AF
308
In all patients the reconstructed AV response curves showed a progressive decrease of the 309 conduction ratios at increasing atrial rates, with a Farey sequence ordering of the transitions (3; 23).
310
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